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Fish 7s  

A  

ABALONE AABENO edible shellfish [n -S] 

ALEVINS AEILNSV ALEVIN, young fish [n] 

ALEWIFE AEEFILW marine fish [n -IVES] 

ANCHOVY ACHNOVY small food fish [n -VIES] 

ANGLERS AEGLNRS ANGLER, one that angles (to fish with hook and line) [n] 

ANGLING AGGILNN sport of fishing [n -S] / ANGLE, to fish with hook and line [v] 

ARAWANA AAAANRW arowana (tropical fish) [n -S] 

AROWANA AAANORW tropical fish [n -S] 

ARUANAS AAANRSU ARUANA , arowana (tropical fish) [n] 

 

Fish 7s  

B 

BACALAO AAABCLO baccala, codfish, marine food fish [n -S] 

BACCALA AAABCCL codfish, marine food fish [n -S] 

BAITERS ABEIRST BAITER, one that baits (to lure (to attract with something desirable)) [n] 

BAITING ABGIINT BAIT, to lure (to attract with something desirable) [v] 

BARBELS ABBELRS BARBEL, organ of fish [n] 

BARBOTS ABBORST BARBOT, barbotte, large catfish, scaleless, large-headed fish [n] 

BATFISH ABFHIST batlike fish [n -ES] 

BELUGAS ABEGLSU BELUGA, white sturgeon [n] 

BENTHAL ABEHLNT benthic (pertaining to oceanic depths) [adj] 

BENTHIC BCEHINT pertaining to oceanic depths [adj] 

BENTHON BEHNNOT organisms living in benthos [n -S] 

BENTHOS BEHNOST bottom of sea [n -ES] 

BIGEYES BEEGISY BIGEYE, marine fish [n] 

BIOHERM BEHIMOR mass of marine fossils [n -S] 

BIONTIC BCIINOT BIONT, living organism [adj] 

BIRIANI ABIIINR biryani (Indian dish of meat, fish, or vegetables and rice) [n -S] 

BIRYANI ABIINRY Indian dish of meat, fish, or vegetables and rice [n -S] 

BLOATER ABELORT smoked herring [n -S] 

BLUEFIN BEFILNU large tuna, marine food fish [n -S] 

BONACIS ABCINOS BONACI, edible fish [n] 

BONITAS ABINOST BONITA, bonito, marine food fish [n] 

BOWFINS BFINOSW BOWFIN, freshwater fish [n] 

BOXFISH BFHIOSX marine fish [n -ES] 

BRAIZES ABEIRSZ BRAIZE, marine fish [n] 

BRINIES BEIINRS BRINY, sea (ocean (vast body of salt water that covers most of earth's surface)) [n] 

BROOKIE BEIKOOR brook trout [n -S] 

BULLEYS BELLSUY BULLEY, two-masted fishing boat [n] 

BUMMALO ABLMMOU small Asian fish [n -S] 

BURBOTS BBORSTU BURBOT, freshwater fish [n] 

BYCATCH ABCCHTY marine animals caught unintentionally [n -ES] 

 

Fish 7s  

C 
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CABEZON ABCENOZ large, edible fish [n -S] 

CAPELAN AACELNP capelin, small, edible fish [n -S] 

CAPELIN ACEILNP small, edible fish [n -S] 

CAPLINS ACILNPS CAPLIN, capelin, small, edible fish [n] 

CARCASE AACCERS carcass (body of dead animal) [n -S] 

CARCASS AACCRSS body of dead animal [n -ES] 

CARIBES ABCEIRS CARIBE, piranha, voracious fish [n] 

CATFISH ACFHIST scaleless, large-headed fish [n -ES] 

CAVALLA AAACLLV large food fish [n -S] 

CAVALLY AACLLVY cavalla, large food fish [n -LLIES] 

CAVIARE AACEIRV caviar (roe of sturgeon) [n -S] 

CAVIARS AACIRSV CAVIAR, roe of sturgeon [n] 

CEVICHE CCEEHIV seviche (dish of raw fish) [n -S] 

CICHLID CCDHIIL tropical fish [n -S, -AE] 

CISCOES CCEIOSS CISCO, freshwater fish [n] 

CLUPEID CDEILPU fish of herring family [n -S] 

COASTAL AACLOST pertaining to or located near seashore [adj] 

CODDERS CDDEORS CODDER, cod fisherman [n] 

CODFISH CDFHIOS marine food fish [n -ES] 

CONGERS CEGNORS CONGER, marine eel [n] 

CONNORS CNNOORS CONNOR, saltwater fish [n] 

CORBINA ABCINOR food and game fish [n -S] 

CORVINA ACINORV corbina, food and game fish [n -S] 

CRAPPIE ACEIPPR edible fish [n -S] 

CREELED CDEEELR CREEL, to put fish in creel (fish basket) [v] 

CRITTER CEIRRTT creature (living being) [n -S] 

CRITTUR CIRRTTU critter (creature (living being)) [n -S] 

CROPPIE CEIOPPR crappie, edible fish [n -S] 

CRUCIAN ACCINRU European fish [n -S] 

CUNNERS ECNNRSU CUNNER, marine fish [n] 

 

Fish 7s  

D 

DESCALE ACDEELS to remove scales from [v -D, -LING, -S] 

DIBBING BBDGIIN DIB, to fish by letting bait bob lightly on water [v] 

DIBBLED BBDDEIL DIBBLE, to dib (to fish by letting bait bob lightly on water) [v] 

DIBBLER BBDEILR one that dibbles (to dib (to fish by letting bait bob lightly on water)) [n -S] 

DIBBLES BBDEILS DIBBLE, to dib (to fish by letting bait bob lightly on water) [v] 

DIPNETS DEINPST DIPNET, to scoop fish with type of net [v] 

DIPNOAN ADINNOP lungfish, type of fish [n -S] 

DOBBERS BBDEORS DOBBER, float for fishing line [n] 

DOBSONS BDNOOSS DOBSON, aquatic insect larva [n] 

DOGFISH DFGHIOS small shark [n -ES] 

DOGGERS DEGGORS DOGGER, fishing vessel [n] 

DORADOS ADDOORS DORADO, marine fish [n] 

DORYMAN ADMNORY one that fishes from dory [n -MEN] 

DRAGNET ADEGNRT net used for trawling [n -S] 
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Fish 7s  

E 

EELIEST EEEILST EELY, resembling eel, snakelike fish [adj] 

EELLIKE EEEIKLL resembling eel, snakelike fish [adj] 

EELPOUT EELOPTU marine fish [n -S] 

ESCOLAR ACELORS food fish [n -S] 

ESTUARY AERSTUY inlet of sea at river's lower end [n -RIES] 

EURIPUS EIPRSUU swift sea channel [n -PI] 

EUSTACY ACESTUY worldwide change in sea level [n -CIES] 

EUSTASY AESSTUY eustacy (worldwide change in sea level) [n -SIES] 

EYELIKE EEEIKLY resembling eye (organ of sight) [adj] 

 

Fish 7s  

F 

FANLIKE AEFIKLN resembling fan [adj] 

FATBACK AABCFKT marine fish [n -S] 

FINFISH FFHIINS true fish [n -ES] 

FINLIKE EFIIKLN resembling fin [adj] 

FINNANS AFINNNS FINNAN, smoked haddock [n] 

FISHERS EFHIRSS FISHER, one that fishes (to catch or try to catch fish (cold-blooded aquatic vertebrates)) [n] 

FISHERY EFHIRSY place for catching fish [n -RIES] 

FISHEYE EEFHISY suspicious stare [n -S] 

FISHGIG FGGHIIS pronged implement for spearing fish [n -S] 

FISHIER EFHIIRS FISHY, of or resembling fish [adj] 

FISHIER EFHIIRS FISHY, of or resembling fish [adj] 

FISHILY FHIILSY in fishy manner [adv] 

FISHING FGHIINS occupation or pastime of catching fish [n -S] / FISH, to catch or try to catch fish (cold-blooded aquatic vertebrates) [v] 

FISHNET EFHINST net for catching fish [n -S] 

FISHWAY AFHISWY device for enabling fish to pass around dam [n -S] 

FIZGIGS FGGIISZ FIZGIG, fishgig (pronged implement for spearing fish) [n] 

FJORDIC CDFIJOR FJORD, narrow inlet of sea between steep cliffs [adj] 

FLYLINE EFILLNY type of line used in fly fishing [n -S] 

FLYTIER EFILRTY maker of fishing flies [n -S] 

FOXFISH FFHIOSX large shark [n -ES] 

FRICOTS CFIORST FRICOT, stew with potatoes and meat or fish [n] 

 

Fish 7s  

G 

GADOIDS ADDGIOS GADOID, type of fish [n] 

GAFFING AFFGGIN GAFF, to catch fish with sharp hook [v] 

GANOIDS ADGINOS GANOID, type of fish [n] 

GARFISH AFGHIRS freshwater fish [n -ES] 

GARPIKE AEGIKPR garfish, freshwater fish [n -S] 

GIGGING GGGGIIN GIG, to catch fish with pronged spear [v] 

GILLERS EGILLRS GILLER, one that gills (to catch fish with type of net) [n] 

GILLING GGIILLN GILL, to catch fish with type of net [v] 
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GILLNET EGILLNT to gill (to catch fish with type of net) [v -TTED, -TTING, -S] 

GOBIOID BDGIIOO fish of goby family 

GOLDEYE DEEGLOY freshwater fish [n -S] 

GOURAMI AGIMORU food fish [n -S, -ES] 

GRILSES EGILRSS  GRILSE, young salmon [n] 

GROUPER EGOPRRU food fish [n -S] 

GRUNION GINNORU small food fish [n -S] 

GUNNELS EGLNNSU GUNNEL, marine fish [n] 

GUPPIES EGIPPSU GUPPY, small tropical fish [n] 

GURDIES DEGIRSU GURDY, winch on fishing boat [n] 

GURNARD ADGNRRU marine fish [n -S] 

GURNETS EGNRSTU GURNET, gurnard, marine fish [n] 

GURRIES EGIRRSU GURRY, fish offal [n] 

 

Fish 7s  

H 

HADDOCK ACDDHKO food fish [n -S] 

HAGFISH AFGHHIS eellike fish [n -ES] 

HALIBUT ABHILTU flatfish, any of order of marine fishes [n -S] 

HAUSENS AEHNSSU HAUSEN, Russian sturgeon [n] 

HELLERI EEHILLR tropical fish [n -S, -ES] 

HERRING EGHINRR food fish [n -S] 

HOGFISH FGHHIOS tropical fish [n -ES] 

HOLIBUT BHILOTU halibut, flatfish, any of order of marine fishes [n -S] 

 

Fish 7s  

I 

ICEFISH CEFHIIS to fish through holes in ice on lake or river [v -ED, -ING, -ES] 

INCONNU CINNNOU large food fish [n -S] 

 

Fish 7s  

J 

JEWFISH EFHIJSW large marine fish [n -ES] 

 

Fish 7s  

K 

KAKIVAK AAIKKKV fish spear used by Inuits [n -S] 

KENCHES CEEHKNS KENCH, bin for salting fish [n] 

KILLIES EIIKLLS KILLIE, freshwater fish [n] 

KIPPERS EIKPPRS KIPPER, to cure fish by salting and smoking [v] 

KOKANEE AEEKKNO food fish [n -S] 

KOODOOS DKOOOOS KOODOO, kudu (large antelope (ruminant mammal)) [n] 

 

Fish 7s  

L 

LABROID ABDILOR food fish [n -S] 

LAMPREY AELMPRY eellike fish [n -S] 
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LAUNCES ACELNSU LAUNCE, marine fish [n] 

LEISTER EEILRST to spear with three-pronged fishing implement [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

LINGCOD CDGILNO marine food fish [n -S] 

LOACHES ACEHLOS LOACH, freshwater fish [n] 

LOBEFIN BEFILNO bony fish [n -S] 

LUNKERS EKLNRSU LUNKER, large game fish [n] 

LUTFISK FIKLSTU lutefisk (dried codfish) [n -S] 

 

Fish 7s  

M 

MADTOMS ADMMOST MADTOM, North American catfish [n] 

MARGATE AAEGMRT tropical fish [n -S] 

MARLINS AILMNRS MARLIN, marine game fish [n] 

MASCOTS ACMOSST MASCOT, person, animal, or object believed to bring good luck [n] 

MEDAKAS AADEKMS MEDAKA, Japanese fish [n] 

MENDIGO DEGIMNO freshwater fish [n -S] 

MILTERS EILMRST MILTER, male fish at breeding time [n] 

MILTIER EIILMRT MILTY, full of milt(fish sperm) [adj] 

MILTING GIILMNT MILT, to impregnate with milt (fish sperm) [v] 

MINNIES EIIMNNS minny, minnow, small fish [n] 

MINNOWS IMNNOSW MINNOW, small fish [n] 

MOJARRA AAJMORR marine fish [n -S] 

MOLLIES EILLMOS MOLLY, mollie, tropical fish [n] 

MOONEYE EEMNOOY freshwater fish [n -S] 

MUDCATS ACDMSTU MUDCAT, type of catfish, scaleless, large-headed fish [n] 

MUDFISH DFHIMSU fish found in mud or muddy waters [n -ES] 

MULLETS ELLMSTU MULLET, edible fish [n] 

MUSKIES EIKMSSU MUSKIE, freshwater fish [n] 

MUSPIKE EIKMPSU freshwater fish [n -S] 

 

Fish 7s  

N 

NEKTONS EKNNOST NEKTON, free-swimming marine animals [n] 

NYMPHED DEHMNPY NYMPH, to fish using fly (hook with silk or feathers) that looks like larva [v] 

 

Fish 7s  

O 

OARFISH AFHIORS marine fish [n -ES] 

OCEANIC ACCEINO OCEAN, vast body of salt water that covers most of earth's surface [adj] 

OLDWIFE DEFILOW marine fish [n -IVES] 

OQUASSA AAOQSSU small lake trout [n -S] 

OUTFISH FHIOSTU to surpass in fishing [v -ED, -ING, -ES] 

OVARIAL AAILORV ovarian (pertaining to ovary (female reproductive gland)) [adj] 

OVARIAN AAINORV pertaining to ovary (female reproductive gland) [adj] 

OVARIES AEIORSV OVARY, female reproductive gland [n] 

OVICIDE CDEIIOV agent that kills eggs [n -S] 

OVIDUCT CDIOTUV tube through which ova travel from ovary [n -S] 
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OVIPARA AAIOPRV egg-laying animals [n OVIPARA] 

OVISACS ACIOSSV OVISAC, sac containing ovum or ova [n] 

OVULARY ALORUVY OVULE, rudimentary seed [adj] 

OVULATE AELOTUV to produce ova [v -D, -TING, -S] 

 

Fish 7s  

P 

PANCHAX AACHNPX tropical fish [n -ES] 

PANFISH AFHINPS to fish for any small fish that can be fried whole [v -ED, -ING, -ES] 

PELAGIC ACEGILP inhabitant of ocean [n -S] 

PERCIDS CDEIPRS PERCID, freshwater fish of perch family [n] 

PERCOID CDEIOPR any of large sub-order of spiny-finned fishes [n -S] 

PETRALE AEELPRT food fish [n -S] 

PHORESY EHOPRSY symbiotic relationship between some arthropods and fishes [n -SIES] 

PIGFISH FGHIIPS marine fish [n -ES] 

PINFISH FHIINPS small marine fish [n -ES] 

PINTADA AADINPT pintado, large food fish [n -S] 

PINTADO ADINOPT large food fish [n -S, -ES] 

PINTANO AINNOPT tropical fish [n -S] 

PIRANAS AAINPRS PIRANA, voracious fish [n -S] 

PIRANHA AAHINPR voracious fish [n -s] 

PIRAYAS AAIPRSY PIRAYA, piranha, voracious fish [n] 

PISCARY ACIPRSY place for fishing [n -RIES] 

PISCINE CEIINPS pertaining to fish [adj] 

PLACOID ACDILOP fish having platelike scales [n -S] 

PLAICES ACEILPS PLAICE, European flatfish [n] 

PLATIES AEILPST PLATY, small tropical fish [n] 

POACHED ACDEHOP POACH, to trespass for purpose of taking game or fish [v] 

POACHER ACEHOPR one that poaches (to trespass for purpose of taking game or fish) [n -S] 

POACHES ACEHOPS POACH, to trespass for purpose of taking game or fish [v] 

POLLACK ACKLLOP marine food fish [n -S] 

POLLOCK CKLLOOP pollack, marine food fish [n -S] 

POLYNYA ALNOPYY area of open water surrounded by sea ice [n -S, -NYI] 

POMFRET EFMOPRT marine fish [n -S] 

POMPANO AMNOOPP marine food fish [n -S] 

PORGIES EGIOPRS PORGY, marine food fish [n] 

PRAWNED ADENPRW PRAWN, to fish for prawns (edible shellfish) 

PRAWNER AENPRRW one that prawns (to fish for prawn (edible shellfish) [n -S] 

PUPFISH FHIPPSU small freshwater fish [n -ES] 

 

Fish 7s  

Q 

QUINNAT AINNQTU food fish [n -S] 

 

Fish 7s  

R 

RASBORA AABORRS tropical fish [n -S] 
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RATFISH AFHIRST marine fish [n -ES] 

RATTAIL AAILRTT marine fish [n -S] 

REDEARS ADEERRS REDEAR, common sunfish [n] 

REDFINS DEFINRS REDFIN, freshwater fish [n] 

REDFISH DEFHIRS edible rockfish [n -ES] 

REMORAS AEMORRS REMORA, type of marine fish [n] 

REMORID DEIMORR REMORA, type of marine fish [adj] 

REQUINS EINQRSU REQUIN, voracious shark [n] 

RISSOLE EILORSS small roll filled with meat or fish [n -S] 

RIVULUS ILRSUUV small tropical American fish [n -ES] 

ROBALOS ABLOORS ROBALO, marine food fish [n] 

RODNEYS DENORSY RODNEY, small fishing boat [n] 

ROLLMOP LLMOOPR fillet of herring [n -S] 

 

Fish 7s  

S 

SACLIKE ACEIKLS resembling sac (pouch-shaped structure in animal or plant) [adj] 

SAITHES AEHISST SAITHE, marine food fish [n] 

SALMONS ALMNOSS SALMON, food fish [n] 

SALMONY ALMNOSY resembling salmon, food fish [adj] 

SALPIAN AAILNPS salpa (free-swimming tunicate) [n -S] 

SALPIDS ADILPSS SALPID, salpa (free-swimming tunicate) [n] 

SALTERY AELRSTY factory where fish is salted for storage [n -RIES] 

SAMLETS AELMSST SAMLET, young salmon [n]  

SANDDAB AABDDNS small flatfish, any of order of marine fishes [n -S] 

SARDINE ADEINRS to pack tightly [v -D, -NING, -S] 

SASHIMI AHIIMSS Japanese dish of sliced raw fish [n -S] 

SAUGERS AEGRSSU SAUGER, freshwater fish [n -S] 

SAURELS AELRSSU SAUREL, marine fish [n] 

SAURIES AEIRSSU SAURY, marine fish [n] 

SAWFISH AFHISSW marine fish [n -ES] 

SCALARE AACELRS tropical fish [n -S] 

SCHRODS CDHORSS SCHROD, scrod (young cod) [n] 

SCULPIN CILNPSU freshwater fish [n -S] 

SEAFOOD ADEFOOS edible fish or shellfish from sea [n -S] 

SEINERS EEINRSS SEINER, one that seines (to catch fish with large, vertically hanging net) [n] 

SEINING EGIINNS act of catching fish with seine [n -S] / SEINE, to catch fish with large, vertically hanging net [v] 

SETLINE EEILNST strong fishing line [n -S] 

SEVICHE CEEHISV dish of raw fish [n -S] 

SEVRUGA AEGRSUV caviar from Caspian Sea [n -S] 

SHOTTEN EHNOSTT having spawned -- used of fish [adj] 

SIGANID ADGIINS any of family of fishes [n -S] 

SILURID DIILRSU any of family of catfishes [n -S] 

SNAGGER AEGGNRS person who uses illegal fishing methods [n -S] 

SNELLED DEELLNS SNELL, to attach short line to fishhook [v] 

SNIGGLE EGGILNS to fish for eels [v -D, -LING, -S] 

SOCKEYE CEEKOSY food fish [n -S] 
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SPARIDS ADIPRSS SPARID, any of family of marine fishes [n] 

SPAROID ADIOPRS sparid, any of family of marine fishes [n -S] 

SPAWNED ADENPSW SPAWN, to deposit eggs [v] 

SPAWNER AENPRSW one that spawns (to deposit eggs) [n -S] 

SPLAKES AEKLPSS SPLAKE, freshwater fish [n] 

STERLET EELRSTT small sturgeon, edible fish [n -S] 

STRIPER EIPPRST food and game fish [n -S] 

SUNFISH FHINSSU marine fish [n -ES] 

SURIMIS IIMRSSU SURIMI, inexpensive fish product [n]  
SYMBION BIMNOSY symbiont (organism living in close association with another) [n -S] 

SYMBIOT BIMOSTY symbiont (organism living in close association with another) [n -S] 

 

Fish 7s  

T 

TAILFIN AFIILNT fin at posterior end of fish [n -S] 

TARAMAS AAAMRST TARAMA, Greek paste of fish roe, garlic, lemon juice, and olive oil [n] 

TARPONS ANOPRST TARPON, marine game fish [n] 

TAUTAUG AAGTTUU tautog, marine fish [n] 

TAUTOGS AGOSTTU TAUTOG, marine fish [n] 

TELEOST EELOSTT bony fish [n -S] 

TENCHES CEEHNST TENCH, freshwater fish [n] 

TIDDLER DDEILRT small fish [n -S] 

TILAPIA AAIILPT African fish [n -S] 

TOMCODS CDMOOST TOMCOD, marine fish [n] 

TRAWLED ADELRTW TRAWL, to fish by dragging net along sea bottom [v] 

TROLLED DELLORT TROLL, to fish with slowly trailing line [v] 

TROLLER ELLORRT one that trolls (to fish with slowly trailing line) [n -S] 

TULADIS ADILSTU TULADI, freshwater fish [n] 

TUNNIES EINNSTU TUNNY, tuna, marine food fish [n] 

TURBOTS BORSTTU TURBOT, European flatfish [n] 

 

Fish 7s  

U 

 

Fish 7s  

V 

VENDACE ACDEENV European fish [n -ES] 

VENTRAL AELNRTV fin located on underside of fish [n -S] 

 

Fish 7s  

W 

WARSAWS AARSSWW WARSAW, marine fish [n] 

WEBLIKE BEEIKLW resembling web [adj] 

WEEVERS EEERSVW WEEVER, marine fish [n -S] 

WHIPRAY AHIPRWY stingray, flat-bodied marine fish, [n -S] 

WHITING GHIINTW marine food fish [n -S] 

WRASSES AERSSSW WRASSE, marine fish [n -S] 
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Fish 7s  

X 

 

Fish 7s  

Y 

YABBIES ABBEISY YABBIE, yabby (Australian crayfish) [n] / YABBY [n] 

 

Fish 7s  

Z 

ZANDERS ADENRSZ ZANDER, freshwater fish [n] 
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